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How to Use Onboarding Surveys to Curb 
Employee Turnover
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KEEP YOUR EMPLOYEES
Turnover Woes? You’re Probably Ignoring this Key Metric

We’ve all heard onboarding horror stories. An eager new hire shows up on

her first day, to ready to meet the team and get down to work, only to

spend the day filling out paperwork alone at her desk all morning after a

brief welcome from her manager.

After eating lunch alone, she receives login credentials for the company’s

database, but no training on how to use it—making it difficult to begin work

in her new role as an analyst. Her coworkers seem irritated when she asks

for help, and she’s left to nervously try to figure out what she’s supposed to

do.

This pattern continues for weeks, and it’s not long before this promising

analyst begins looking for work elsewhere.
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TURNOVER IS EXPENSIVE
Employee retention is one of the biggest challenges facing most human resources departments.

Leaders have begun to
realize that the onboarding
experience is a major
determining factor in new
employees’ decision to stick
around.

As a result, they’ve established clear processes

and protocols around onboarding, making sure

that new people know what the expectations

are, how to utilize resources, and who to go to

with questions.

The problem is, onboarding is more than

logistics. There’s a human element as well, as

the first few months are when employees begin

to form personal connections to their work,

with their team, and to the organization as a

whole—or not. While organizations are busy

honing their onboarding systems, they’re often

not considering engagement levels in the

process.

Fortunately, scenarios like this are becoming

less likely in today’s context. Organizations

know that turnover is expensive. There are

direct costs of course, like payouts for unused

sick days, but there are also things like losing

institutional knowledge and training a

replacement that take a heavy toll on the

bottom line.

Leaders have begun to realize that the

onboarding experience is a major determining

factor in new employees’ decision to stick

around or bolt out the door, as 90 percent of

people make this choice in the first six months

of work.
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THE ELEMENTS OF  A POSITIVE ONBOARDING 
EXPERIENCE

People Process

Expectations Culture

Do new hires feel a 
sense of belonging and 

connection?

Do new hires have what 
they need to get up-to-

speed quickly and 
efficiently?

Do new hires clearly  
understand their new 

roles and responsibilities?

Do new hires understand 
company norms and 

behaviors?

A good onboarding experience is more than just

making sure employees have their workstation,

uniform or computer ready-to-go. It also is about

setting clear expectations, helping employees build

positive relationships, and getting employees

ramped up on the culture.
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HIGH TURNOVER, BUT 
WHY?
Realistic job previews matter.

Take this recent example from one of our clients who was

experiencing high turnover, but didn’t understand why.

After conducting an engagement survey, we found that one of the

main reasons people were leaving was that they had a poor

onboarding experience. Many did not have an accurate preview of

what the role would entail, leaving them confused and frustrated

when reality hit.

The job simply wasn’t what they thought it would be based on the

recruiting process. Others did not feel that they would be able to

grow and advance within the company once they began work.

Our Office in New Jersey 
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IMPROVE YOUR EMPLOYEE ONBOARDING
Create a positive employee experience from day one. 

In light of these findings, we recommended that our client provide a more

realistic job preview to applicants during the hiring process and

demonstrate to new employees their long-term mobility within the

company. These changes would help new people understand how they fit

into the big picture now and how they might build a career there in the

future, increasing engagement and ultimately reducing turnover.

A common thread among people who left the company was an overall

feeling of disengagement during the first 90 days of work. This leads to the

key takeaway: Across industries, our research has found that people who

are engaged (based on several metrics) in this initial 90 days are three

times more likely to stay than those who were not.

This means that effective onboarding must go beyond setting up the

company laptop and showing them around if the goal is truly to set new

hires up for long-term success.

It must also include things that directly contribute to an overall sense of

engagement, such as:

§ Making good on promises made during interviews

§ Aligning expectations of both the work and the organizational culture

§ Communicating how the role contributes to the overall mission

§ Building positive work relationships

§ Assigning a mentor (or team of mentors) who will support the new hire’s

acclimation and answer their questions

§ Offering thoughtful feedback about the early contributions they have

made, preferably within the first month

§ Demonstrating skill development and career advancement opportunities
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PINPOINT THE CAUSE OF 
TURNOVER

But how will you know if your onboarding program is having the

desired effect of bolstering early employee engagement?

Using both informal check-ins and formal surveys in the first week,

month or 90 days, can help you pinpoint why people might be

disengaged. This allows you to make beneficial tweaks to your

onboarding process to increase engagement, and therefore

retention.

Onboarding surveys can be particularly powerful to identify if

there are key segments of the organization that could use a

revamp to the onboarding experience: Newmeasures research

often finds that new hire experiences can vary widely by location,

role, or manager. With careful attention to this critical time in the

employee life cycle, organizations can quickly say goodbye to their

turnover woes and instead watch new hires become seasoned,

valuable team members.

Our Office in New Jersey 

Use formal and informal feedback.



UNDERSTANDING THE ONBOARDING EXPERIENCE IS A 
GREAT TACTIC, BUT ONLY REACHES ITS FULL POTENTIAL

WHEN PART OF A LARGER LISTENING STRATEGY.

DO YOU HAVE A WHOLISTIC & COORDINATED APPROACH 
TO  EMPLOYEE LISTENING? 

NEWMEASURES CAN HELP YOU 
EVOLVE YOUR APPROACH. 



THE EMPLOYEE 
EXPERIENCE HAS 

CHANGED, 
BUT MOST 

ORGANIZATIONS 
HAVE NOT EVOLVED 

HOW THEY LISTEN

Common flaws with organizational listening:

§ Listening is organization-centric

§ It is haphazard, uncoordinated, and rarely strategic

§ The cadence of listening doesn’t match the pace of 
organizational change

§ It doesn’t match employee expectations 

§ It doesn’t close the loop

§ It’s siloed and disconnected from organizational outcomes



STRATEGIC EMPLOYEE LISTENING BRIDGES THE GAP 
SO EMPLOYEES FEEL HEARD, LIFE-CYCLE 

EXPERIENCES ARE MAXIMIZED, & LEADERS HAVE 
THE INSIGHTS THEY NEED TO MAKE PREDICTIONS

AND INFORMED DECISIONS
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YOUR PARTNER IN STRATEGIC EMPLOYEE LISTENING
Strategic employee listening is ongoing, aligned with the goals of the organization, and uses the right methods to check in at the right times so employees feel 
heard, life-cycle experiences are maximized, and leaders have the insights they need to make predictions and informed decisions.

TOPIC-DRIVENALWAYS-ON
EMPLOYEE 

ENGAGEMENT

PULSE MONITOR EXPERIENCE-
DRIVEN

Open forum for employees to 
share ideas and concerns at 

anytime

Monitor employee 
commitment and 

motivation 

Short and frequent 
survey to monitor 

morale

Deep dive into a 
specific topic

Check in on the 
moments that matter

THE COMPONENTS OF STRATEGIC LISTENING
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ABOUT US

Based in Colorado, Newmeasures is a boutique firm of
Industrial & Organizational Psychologists that believes
that listening to employees provides organizations with
insights that allow them to thrive.

Our expertise is in designing and executing employee
listening strategies via the following services:

• Design of employee listening programs connected to strategic
goals

• Validated surveys and customization

• Benchmark data

• Survey and reporting implementation services

• Post survey analysis and consultation

We are passionate about providing white-glove service to our
customers because we believe in the importance and pay-off of
exceptional employee experiences.

We look forward to partnering with you on the listening journey!

Our Office in New Jersey 

OUR MISSION IS TO PROVIDE 
ORGANIZATIONS WITH INSIGHTS THAT 
CONTRIBUTE TO AN EXCEPTIONAL 
WORKFORCE
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SOME OF OUR AWESOME CLIENTS
Newmeasures’ clients span across sizes, geographies and industries. If your organization is serious about improving the employee experience, we can help.



CONTACT US

Let Newmeasures Consultants help you design the perfect employee listening strategy.

linkedin.com/company/newmeasures-inc

Follow us on:

1035 Pearl St, #322 Boulder, CO 80302

1-877-888-3817

info@newmeasures.com

Contact us:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/newmeasures-inc

